Since the theory of formations is of relatively recent origin, we give a few highlights. The theory begins with a paper [4] by Gaschϋtz which provides the setting in which the results of Carter [1] on the existence of nilpotent self-normalizing subgroups of solvable groups take their most natural form. He showed that given a saturated formation j^~, and any finite solvable group G, one can find a conjugacy class of subgroups of G (called ^"-subgroups of G) which is connected in a natural way with the formation ^~. Recently, Carter and Hawkes [2] have made a major contribution to the theory by generalizing the work of Philip Hall on system normalizers in solvable groups to ^-normalizers, and investigating the relationships between the ^"-subgroups of a solvable group G and the j^~-normalizers of G. As is clear from (1.1) , this paper proceeds in a different direction by considering the relative embedding of the j^-subgroups for two distinct saturated formations g 7 , jβ~. We consider only finite solvable groups in this paper.
The machinery used in the proof of our main theorem, Theorem 5.8, is developed in § 4. We begin by obtaining a characterization of strong containment which depends only on the two formations g" and &. This characterization depends on the knowledge that if J?~ is a saturated formation, then j^f is a locally defined formation (see 492 EDWARD CLINE §2), a result proved by Lubeseder in [7] . In certain cases, we are able to strengthen our characterization of strong containment so that it gives a complete description of the minimal local definition of J?ã s a necessary condition for strong containment. In § 6, we present an example which shows that Hypothesis II of our main theorem is not redundant. The formation which gives the example is & -{G | G/F(G) is an r'-group}, where r is a prime. It is apparent from Theorem 6.2 that & is not maximal in the partial ordering <. In fact, there are an infinite number of formations which strongly contain έ%.
Preliminary results are presented in § 3. In particular, we give a cover-avoidance characterization of the ^-subgroups of a group, a result which may have some interest by itself. We remark, however, that one half of this characterization has appeared in [2] . 
O π , π (G)-the inverse image in G of O π (G/O π ,(G)) .
If K <\ H ^ G, then H/K is a section of G, and if F ^ G normalizes both H and K, it is an F-invariant section of G. If H/K is an F-invariant section of G, then C F {H/K) is the kernel of the representation of F as a subgroup of the automorphism group of H/K. C Hjκ (F) is the set of elements of H/K fixed by every element of F. The following results will be used frequently: GENERALIZED CARTER SUBGROUPS 493 Let G be a group, H t^G, and & a field. If M is a ®(H)-module, and N a &(G)-module, then Ή.om^{ G) (M \ G , N) , and Hom^( H) (M, N \ ff ) are isomorphίc as vector spaces over $. Here M\
G is the $t(G)-module induced from M to G, and N\ H is the restriction of N to H.
The final part of this section consists of a short summary of the theory of formations as presented in the papers of Gaschϋtz and Lubeseder [4] , [5] , and [7] . DEFINITION 
For each prime p, let ^{p)
be a formation. Let &~ denote the collection of groups G which satisfy the following two conditions:
(a) if ^~{p) is nonvoid, and K is a p-chief factor of G, then G/C G (K) lies in jr(p); (b) if ^~(p) is empty, then G is a p'-group. Then ^ is a formation called the formation locally defined by the family {J^~{p)}. In general, a formation J?~ is locally defined if there is a family {^(p)} of formations such that J^ is locally defined by {JHP)} Since the intersection, over all p-chief factors K of G, of the groups C G (K) is the group O V , P {G), it is easy to see that condition (a) above is equivalent to (2.1) In view of this theorem, we shall use the terms saturated and locally defined interchangeably from now on.
The following two lemmas appear in [4] , and describe the basic properties of .^-subgroups. 3* Preliminary results* The first three lemmas of this section are elementary, but they are used frequently enough to justify their inclusion. The last two theorems give a cover-avoidance characterization of the ^-subgroups of a group. LEMMA 
Let H be a normal p f -subgroup of G, $t a field of characteristic p, and M an indecomposable $t(G)-module. Then M\ H is a completely reducible &(H)-module whose nonisomorphic irreducible components form a single orbit (£ of conjugate &(H)-modules under action by the elements of G. Let L, J be two B(G)-modules of M such that L a J. Then the distinct &(H)-ir'reducible components of (J/L) \ H are precisely the elements of (£.
Proof. Complete reducibility of M\ H is clear since H is a j/-group. Since the decomposition of M\ H into its homogeneous components is unique, these components are permuted by the action of G on M. Indecomposability implies only one orbit O can occur, hence the same statement holds for the nonisomorphic irreducible components of M\ H . The transitivity of G on the orbit © and the fact that at least one element of K appears as a constituent of (J/L) \ H yields the last statement of the lemma. LEMMA 
Let G be a group, and M a $i{G)-module. M is faithful if, and only if, M\ F{G) is faithful.
Proof. The lemma follows a fortiori from the statement that
if 1< N<] G, then 1 < Nf]F(G).
We now begin a discussion of the properties of J^-subgroups of solvable groups. If G is a group, and ^ a formation, we use Gt o denote the intersection of all normal subgroups N of G such that the factor group G/N lies in J^. It is useful to know the behavior of G^r under homomorphisms, so we prove LEMMA 3.3. Let j^~ be a formation, G a group, and H<\ G. Then.
Since G/G^H lies in ^, it follows that G^H/H is a normal subgroup of G/H whose corresponding factor group lies in j^~. Therefore F/H is contained in G^H/H; this completes the proof.
The next theorem generalizes a remark made by Carter in [1] , and provides the first half of a cover-avoidance characterization of -subgroups. 
Proof. Let K = L/M be the i^-composition factor in question. Statement (a) follows from the fact that F acts irreducibly on K,
To Our next theorem will show that (3.1) characterizes the j^~-subgroups of a solvable group G. In order to obtain as weak an hypothesis as possible, we prove two lemmas. (3.1) actually applies only to specific i^-composition factors of G, so when we say that (3.1) holds for an F-composition series, G = G o > G ι > > G n = 1, of G, we mean F satisfies that property for all factors Gi/G i+ί of the series for which the hypothesis of (3.1) holds. where the decomposition is an operator decomposition, and the isomorphisms are operator isomorphisms.
Because of the uniqueness of the decomposition, and the fact that F Γ\ A is not contained in C, either
In the former case, F covers all of A/B, and in the latter case, (3.1) holds for the second series by induction.
If K x and H t are distinct, we let i be the smallest integer such that K, Π ^ = Hi. Because Hi ^ K t Π H^, we have iϊ^ = K, n fl<-i, so that we have the following lattice diagram:
Now H x is F-invariant, and because of the isomorphisms indicated in the diagram, H L > K t n fli > > ^ Π fl"^ = Hi > > H n -1 is an F-composition series for H γ which has length n -1. By induction, (3.1) holds for this series. Therefore, (3.1) holds for the Fcomposition series of HjH γ Π K x defined by the series H > H γ > H x f\ K. By Lemma 3.5, (3.1) holds for the F-composition series
of H. In particular, (3.1) holds, by induction, for any F-composition series of K t . Therefore (3.1) holds for the series
. Let ^~ be a formation locally defined by Let G be a group, and F a subgroup of G which lies in ^[
Proof. We use induction on \G\. By Lemma 3.6, we may assume that the series
If m = 1, the result is trivial. If m is larger than 1, then iJ m _! is a proper subgroup of G, and by induction, to show that F is an ..^subgroup of G, it is sufficient to verify (3.1) for the F-
Therefore,
By taking homomorphic images, and noting that i^G fc Π Gi/G fc = F Π G<, we get (F n G i )G <+1 -Gi. Thus F covers X" <β Therefore (3.1) holds for the /'-composition series G = G o > G ι > > G k = 1 of G. Now that we know F is an ..^subgroup of G, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that we can complete our proof by showing that F is an _^subgroup of FG k .
Suppose FG k < G. We consider the series
This is an operator isomorphism, hence because F is irreducible on Kn we have
Therefore the distinct terms of the series D o ^ A ^ ^ D n = 1, form an ^-composition series for FG k which passes through G k . Since F covers FG k /G kJ and since D< = G* for i ^ k, (3.1) holds for this composition series. By induction, F is an ^^subgroup of FG k .
lί F ^U ^ FG k1 then U = F, or Z7 = FG fc . The above remarks show that F covers U/Ujr in both cases. Therefore F is an subgroup of FG k , and the proof is complete.
As 
. Therefore UW has a normal p-complement, and as a normal subgroup of F, must be contained in O P , P {F).
be an F-composition series for G such that Gι = / for some I. In order to check (3.1) for this series, we need only consider Ki = Gi/G i+1 for i :> ί, since ί 7 covers G/I. W centralizes every Ki, so we have 
If F is an ^-subgroup of G, and E is an ^-subgroup of F, then (a) Gjr -M is a minimal normal subgroup of G; G is the semidirect product of M by F; F acts faithfully and irreducibly on M.
(
in particular, G is not the identity. 
Since ilί was arbitrary to begin with, and we showed M = Gjr, M is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Therefore F acts faithfully and irreducibly on M. This proves (a). Now suppose G satisfies the hypothesis of (b). Let T be thê (G)-module which affords the representation of G on the cosets of H. Since H is a g'-group, the principal ^(Jϊ)-module is a direct jsummand of the regular iΓ g (iJ)-module, hence 
It follows from {2.1) and the definition of E# {q) that E# {q) has a normal g-complement.
Therefore O q ,((Ei)*w) = O ql {E^{ q) )C G {Mi)IC G {Mi).
This implies
Since G lies in ^9 qeπ(^), and M t is a faithful irreducible
lies in <(Φ(g))>, the smallest formation generated by the set Φ(q). This proves (b). The proof of (c) is essentially the same as the proof of (b). Let G = KV be the group mentioned in the hypothesis of (c). Let T be the Z ? (G)-module which affords the permutation representation on H. Once again, T has a decomposition into a direct sum T = T ι + + T s of principal indecomposable i^(G)-modules. Since G is faithful on T, V is nontrivial on some T i9 say T x . If U 1 is the unique maximal proper Z g (G)-submodule of T 19 then Lemma 3.1 implies V is nontrivial on M -TJU^ By Frobenius reciprocity, we again
Since K acts faithfully and irreducibly on V, it follows from Lemma 1.2 of [3] that O P (K) = 1, hence V = F(G). Since V is minimal normal in G, and nontrivial on ikf, it is faithful on M.
Lemma 3.2 implies G is faithful on M. Since qeπ(&), G is, by definition, an element of Φ(q). This proves (c).
Part ( 
(E*vι.)) is faithful on M. Because M = F(G), it follows from Lemma 3.2 that this representation is faithful on G. By part (c), G is an element of Φ(s) for any s in π(^) -{r}. Therefore iϊ = G/M is an element of <^Φ(s)^>, for s in π(if) -{r}. Since 0(r) is contained in Φ(r), it follows that θ(τ) S <(Φ(s))> for each s in the characteristic of g\ This proves (d).
The next lemma has an elegant proof. This proof was shown to me by Professor E. C. Dade, and it shortens this part of the discussion considerably. LEMMA Therefore m { f -φm^ for each i, and ί^ = φ~H s for each i. Therefore / lies in the center of GL(M), and g lies in the center of GL(T).
Let A, B be two groups and assume the center of A is the identity. If M is a faithful Z p (A)-module, and T is a faithful Z p (B)-module, then M(g) T is a faithful Z P (A x B)-module.

Proof. If V is a vector space over Z p , we let GL(V) denote the general linear group on V. Then Ax B ^ GL(M) x GL(T) = C,
If a x b e (A x B) n K, it follows, from the assumption that Z(A) = 1, that we must have α = 1. This means that the constant φ is the identity in Z p , so & = 1. Therefore A x B acts faithfully on Jlί® Γ. LEMMA 
Suppose AeΦ(p) -θ(p), Beθ(p), and either Z(A) or Z(B) is the identity. Then A x B e (θ(p)y, the smallest formation generated by the set θ(p).
Proof. Let
Now JE x 2£* is an gf -subgroup of A x B. We wish to examine O P ,((E x E*)vι P) ).
Since
(E x E*)/(E* {p) x E** {p) ) lies in &(p), (E x E*)z ip) is a normal subgroup of E x E* contained in E^{ p) x E* k ip) .
We define a subgroup W of E* YΛp) by: W -{e G ^•^(p, I 3 ί e (JE7 x E*)* {p) 3 t -d x e, and d G ^ (P) } .
In other words, W is just the collection of all elements of Eϊ ip) which appear as components of elements of (E x E*)~ό {p) . W is clearly a normal subgroup of E* which is contained in E# {p) . By construction, (E x E*)% {p) is a subgroup of E x W, hence it follows that E*/W lies in ξf(p). Therefore W' = Et ip) .
Now if e is any element of O P ,(W), then there is an element d in Ev (p) such that t = d x e lies in (E x E*)z lp) . Since E* {p) is a p-group, by taking an appropriate power of t, we see that e lies in (E x E*), {p) .
(E$ {p) ) ^O pf ((E x E*U P) ) £ OAE, {P) x Ei ip) ) = O p ,(E* lp) ) .
By assumption, A has a faithful irreducible Z p (A)-module M, and B has a faithful irreducible Z p (2?)-module T such that 1 < C T (O P ,(E* (P) )) < T. By Lemma 4.5, M® Γ is a faithful Z P (A x B)-module.
Since the restriction of M® T to B is isomorphic to a multiple of T, if we let U be any Z P (A x j5)-composition factor of Λf ® ϊ 7 , then the restriction of i7 to 5 is also a multiple of Γ. Because of (4. 6), we have (4.7) 1 < C c (O p ,(E? lP) )) = CAOA(E x tf*)^,)) < ^ , for each Z7.
Let G = (Ax B)/C A UU), then E = (E x E*)C AXB (U)/C ΛXB (U)
is an gf-subgroup of G. It follows from Lemma 3.3, and (4.7) that O p ,(E s{p) ) > 1. By (4.7) and the fact that G is an element of ^ it follows from Lemma 4.4 
(a) that G lies in θ(p).
Let V be the direct sum of all Z P (A x i?)-composition factors occurring in a composition series of M® Γ. By Lemma 1. Proof. Suppose an g 7 -subgroup of F either covers or avoids each p-chief factor of F for every F in &~. Let FeΦ(p), and let E be an g 7 -subgroup of F. Let I be a faithful irreducible Z P (F)m odule such that C M (O pf (E, {p) )) > 1. By Corollary 3.8, and the fact that g 7 < J^ F* = FC M (O pf (F^{ p) )) is an ^-subgroup of FM, acts irreducibly on M, and does not avoid M. Therefore F* -FM; M is a p-chief factor of G = FM which is not avoided by the g 7 -subgroup E* = EC M (O p ,(E, {p} ) ) of G. F which does not avoid the p-chief factor K = LjN of F. Let F = F/C F (K). Our first assertion is that the semi-direct product FK lies in J?" (the action of F on iΓ is the action induced by the action of F on K). By Corollary 3.8, JP* = FC κ (O pf (F^i p) ) ) is an .J^subgroup of FIT. Therefore F* acts irreducibly on K, and F*/Cp*(K) is isomorphic to F. Since .P is in ^ F is in By Theorem 3.4, F* covers K, hence Fif is an element of
of [3], F(A x B) = F(A) x F(B) is a p'-group, so the fact that M ® Γ is faithful implies the restriction of F to F(
Because JE^, has a normal p-complement, it follows that 0 p , (Er {9) 
Therefore
Thus F lies in Φ(p). ^(p) is empty, so it follows from Lemma 4.4 that Ejf {p) is a p-group. If Z7 is any ^-composition factor K, then Ev ip) centralizes U since it is contained in O P (E). Upon taking inverse images in E, we see that C E (U) contains E^{ p)9 so that E/C E (U) lies in ίf(p). By Theorem 3.4, E covers [/, hence E also covers all of K.
5* Structure theorems* Throughout this section we shall make the following assumptions:
Hypothesis I. gp and ^ are saturated formations such that (a) ^r S ^ < (b) there is a nonempty formation J7~ such that Our first theorem says that the structure of άF* is essentially the same as the structure of i? in that there exists a formation ŝ uch that J^ = {G e &> \ G/F(G) e %r}.
First we prove two lemmas. Proof. Suppose Geg
Since is a formation, and F(G) = Γ\ P O P , P (G), G/F(G) lies in J^T From this it follows that 5f = g*. LEMMA 
If G is a group with ^-subgroup E, and E lies in ^7 then E -G. If {^(q)} is any local definition for J^, and G is an element of ^~ such that O g (G) = 1, then G lies in
Proof. We prove our first statement by induction on the nilpotent length of G. If G is nilpotent, then G is already in g% so there is nothing to prove. Since E lies in ^7 EF{G) lies in g\ Since E is an if-subgroup of G, E covers U/U& for any subgroup U of G which contains E. Therefore E contains F(G) .
Let {«^(^)} be any local definition for JK Suppose G e ^7 an( i O P (G) = 1. Let M be the regular ^(G)-module, and form the semidirect product G, = Gikί. Since G lies in ^7 G L lies in g 7 . It is a simple consequence of strong containment that gf S<^Γ hence G : e ^7 Since (^(G) = 1, and G acts faithfully on M, M = O pfp (G^. Therefore GJM is an element of ^{p).
Since G is isomorphic to G lies in ^"(p). This completes the proof of the lemma. Let G be an element of minimal order in ^ -g\ By minimality, if N is any normal nonidentity subgroup of G, then G/N lies in g 7 . Therefore G^ is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. If E is an g 7 -subgroup of G, then EG ό -G, and S n G* = 1. Furthermore, i? acts faithfully and irreducibly on G^. We set M = G g , and note that ilf is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.
Since G is not in g% Lemma 5.2 implies E is not an element of J^T Therefore F(E) ^ E^ > 1. But it follows from Lemma 1.2 of [3] that F(E) is a p'-group, so for some prime r distinct from p, E<r has a nonidentity normal Sylow r-subgroup R. If s is a prime distinct from r, then Because M is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, and E f] M = 1, the permutation representation on the cosets of O 8 ,(E r{8) ) is faithful for each s. By Lemma 4.4, G lies in 0(s) for each prime s distinct r and p. Since ϋ/ is faithful and irreducible on M, the center of G is trivial.
Now fix a prime s Φ r, p. Then G is in 0(s), so there exists a faithful irreducible Z s (G)-module J such that 1 < Cj{O s> (E^{ s) )) < J. We let G* be the semi-direct product GJ. Since i? is isomorphic to an g 7 -subgroup of G*/J, it follows from Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 3.8 that J5* = £'C J (O s ,(£ r^( s) )) is an gf-subgroup of G*. An ^'-subgroup of G* covers G*/J since G lies in _^~; it cannot avoid J because g" < ^C Therefore G* lies in ^7 Because £? is a quotient group of 2?*, and .& is not in ^7 ^7* is not in ^7 hence (E*)jr is a p'group because E^ is a subgroup of the p'-group F(E), and s is not equal to p. The permutation representation on the cosets of (E*)<r is faithful since J is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G*, and (E*)y f] J ^ Cj (O s ,(E. is) )) < J. It follows from parts (a) and (c) of Lemma 4.4 that G* lies in θ(p) . By construction, the center of G* is trivial, hence we have established: We are interested in finding formations which are maximal in the partial ordering <. where the a k are suitably chosen elements of Z p . Since Hg iά x is a coset, and each u /c is a sum of at least three distinct cosets, we must have a k = 0 for each k. Since *τ permutes the orbits of N, it follows from the fact that x fixes Hg u that x fixes each orbit O, . This, together with our above remarks show that x lies in the kernel of M. Since M is faithful, so is M/U. 
But if K is a normal subgroup of X, whose intersection with ikP is trivial, then K centralizes ikf*. C Γ (M*) = C G (lf *)M*, so the fact that G is faithful on M* says that ikf* is self-centralizing in X, consequently UL = 1. From this we have T = 1, so the representation of X on the conjugates of E* is faithful. Certainly it also follows that the representation of X on E%-is faithful, so if t is any prime which does not divide the order of X, then XeζΦ(t)y -^, by Lemma 4.4. Therefore G, as a factor group of X, also lies in ^Λ We may now assume O r (E^) = 1, so E^ is a p-group. It is time to use H. If iϋ = I t -j-4-It is a decomposition of the regular Z ίJ (iί)-module into its principal indecomposable constituents, we let does not contain «^((r*)'), and let G* = S*Λf * be an element of minimal order in £^((r*y) -g\ By Lemma 5.2, JS' * is an element of ^ Π g 7 -^7 and since £?* €^((r*)'), O r *(-K*) = 1. Therefore 77 contains all primes. Now suppose g 7 contains ^((r*)'). By assumption _^~ does not contain ^((r*)'), so we can choose H in S*((r*)') S ^, £Γ is an Suppose G e Φ(p) for p distinct from r. An ^-subgroup of G is N G (R) where R is a Sylow r-subgroup of G. Since p Φ r, O p ,(N G (R)sn rf) ) = R. Therefore G has a faithful irreducible Z P (G)-module J such that 1 < CAR) ^ /. By Lemma 3.1, either Cj(O r (G)) = J, or it is the identity. The latter possibility cannot occur because 1 < CAR) ^ Cj (O r (G) ). Therefore the fact that J is faithful says that O r (G) = 1, so F(G) is an r'-group. G lies in ^ so the same argument that was used in the preceeding paragraph shows that G/O r ,(G) is in ^7 Therefore Ge^S.
By Theorem 4.3, & is strongly contained in ^Γ Since our choice of _^~ is arbitrary, it follows that we can choose an infinite number of distinct formations which strongly contain .^?. Our last theorem shows that we have actually found all formations which strongly contain &. Proof. Suppose ^ ~z> &. By Theorem 5.3, there is a formation such that ^~(q) = ^ for each q. Our first step is to show that î s the smallest formation generated by the set {Hz^ \ O r (H) = 1}. Let ^* be the smallest formation generated by this set.
Suppose HeJ^ and O r (H) = 1. Let K = I, + + I s be the decomposition of the regular Z r (iJ)-module K into principal indecomposable submodules. By Lemmas 3.1, and 3.2, and the fact that F(H) is an r'-group, it follows that H acts faithfully on J = j ι _j _ ... _j _ j sj where for each k, J k is the quotient of I k by its unique maximal submodule. For each k, set H k = H/C H (J k 
